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Assessing mitochondrial dysfunction in cells
Martin D. BRAND1,2 and David G. NICHOLLS1
Buck Institute for Research on Aging, 8001 Redwood Blvd, Novato, CA 94945, U.S.A.
Assessing mitochondrial dysfunction requires deﬁnition of the
dysfunction to be investigated. Usually, it is the ability of
the mitochondria to make ATP appropriately in response to
energy demands. Where other functions are of interest, tailored
solutions are required. Dysfunction can be assessed in isolated
mitochondria, in cells or in vivo, with different balances between
precise experimental control and physiological relevance. There
are many methods to measure mitochondrial function and
dysfunction in these systems. Generally, measurements of ﬂuxes
give more information about the ability to make ATP than
do measurements of intermediates and potentials. For isolated
mitochondria, the best assay is mitochondrial respiratory control:
theincreaseinrespirationrateinresponsetoADP.Forintactcells,
the best assay is the equivalent measurement of cell respiratory
control, which reports the rate of ATP production, the proton
leak rate, the coupling efﬁciency, the maximum respiratory rate,
the respiratory control ratio and the spare respiratory capacity.
Measurements of membrane potential provide useful additional
information. Measurement of both respiration and potential
during appropriate titrations enables the identiﬁcation of the
primary sites of effectors and the distribution of control, allowing
deeperquantitativeanalyses.Manyothermeasurementsincurrent
use can be more problematic, as discussed in the present review.
Key words: membrane potential, mitochondrion, mitochondrial
function, respiration, respiratory control.
INTRODUCTION
The many genetically modiﬁed cell lines and organisms that
have been generated for the study of physiological and
pathological mechanisms often show features that suggest
compromised energy metabolism or mitochondrial dysfunction.
This is illustrated by the plethora of recent reviews associating
mitochondrial dysfunction with speciﬁc diseases, e.g. [1–13]. In
parallel, there is an increasing realization in the pharmaceutical
industry that candidate drugs must be tested at an early stage for
adverse effects on mitochondria [14]. In the present review, we
address how to assay mitochondrial dysfunction in a way that
is straightforward yet yields the most physiologically relevant,
unambiguous and informative results in these genetic models,
in tissues and cells from patients, and in response to bioactive
compounds.
The terms mitochondrial ‘function’ and ‘dysfunction’ are
widely employed in bioenergetics and cell biology, but precise
deﬁnition is difﬁcult because different studies have different
goals. The predominant physiological function of mitochondria
is the generation of ATP by oxidative phosphorylation, but
additional functions include the generation and detoxiﬁcation
of reactive oxygen species, involvement in some forms of
apoptosis, regulation of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial matrix
calcium,synthesisandcatabolismofmetabolitesandthetransport
of the organelles themselves to correct locations within the
cell. Abnormality in any of these processes can be termed
mitochondrial dysfunction.
Thebestapproachtoassessingdysfunctiondependsonwhether
function is to be determined with isolated mitochondria, intact
cells or in vivo, whether the assessment needs to be qualitative or
quantitative, which assays are theoretically the most appropriate
and informative, and which assays are technically the most
accessible. The major aim of the present review is to assess
the different methods, their strengths and weaknesses and the
information they provide.
We start by reviewing approaches to monitor the basic
processes of oxidative phosphorylation by isolated mitochondria
and then discuss how to extend investigation into intact cells.
Techniques now exist to monitor mitochondrial bioenergetic
function in cells with comparable precision to previous studies
with isolated mitochondria. Of course there are problems
(Table 1): the mitochondria are not directly accessible to the
full range of substrates and inhibitors, and the complexity of
cytoplasmic metabolism must be considered together with the
presence of separate pools of adenine nucleotides, nicotinamide
nucleotides and calcium in the cytoplasm and mitochondrial
matrix. However, overriding all of these complexities is the
greatly enhanced physiological relevance of working with
intact cells. The mitochondria are present in a physiological
environment, are exposed to a relevant mix of substrates and ions
and interact with the cytoplasm, plasma membrane and other
organelles and cell structures. However, even with isolated cells
the true in vivo complexity of cell–cell interaction is lacking
and can only be investigated fully in the intact animal or
human subject. We therefore conclude by brieﬂy reviewing
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of working with isolated mitochondria and intact cells
Isolated mitochondria Intact cells
Advantage Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantage
Relatively simple and well understood. Better
for studies of mechanism. No interference
from cytosolic factors
Lack cellular context Undisturbed cellular environment; greater
physiological relevance. Interactions with
the rest of the cell are preserved
More complex, more scope for errors of
interpretation. Lack organismal context
Easy to isolate from many adult tissues of
wild-type or genetically modiﬁed animals
Subject to damage and selection during
isolation. Isolation from small or tough
tissues can be problematic
No artefacts due to mitochondrial isolation.
Cell lines are amenable to genetic
manipulation and plate-based assays
Can be hard or impossible to isolate viable
primary cells from adult tissues of
transgenic animals
Reagents and substrates can be added
directly; the experimenter has control over
conditions
The experimenter has to choose appropriate
experimental conditions
The cell sets the mitochondrial environment Many reagents and substrates are
cell-impermeant, restricting experimental
options. The experimenter chooses
extracellular substrates, hormones and
conditions
Methods are generally very well established Existing methods often need large amounts
of sample; mitochondria from different cell
types may be unavoidably aggregated
Plate-based assays allow measurements on
tiny amounts of the sample or single cells
Many methods are not sufﬁciently speciﬁc or
quantitative
Easy and usually meaningful to normalize to
protein or cytochrome content
Effects due to mitochondrial proliferation,
localization etc. lost during isolation
Effects due to mitochondrial proliferation and
localization retained
The meaning of results changes with
normalization (cell number, cell mass,
DNA, cytochrome a etc.)
techniquesforinvestigatingmitochondrialfunctionintheseintact
systems.
THE PROTON CIRCUIT
The mitochondrial proton circuit [15] is central to the multiple
physiological functions of mitochondria. Three electron transport
complexes, I, III and IV, comprise the energy-conserving core
of the electron transport chain and pump protons across the
mitochondrial inner membrane (Figure 1). In each case, a drop
in redox potential of the electrons passing through the complex
is coupled to the extrusion of protons from the matrix. Several
other important members of the electron transport chain are
energetically and mechanistically incapable of pumping protons,
speciﬁcally complex II (including succinate dehydrogenase),
glycerol phosphate dehydrogenase and the electron-transferring
ﬂavoprotein quinone oxidoreductase of fatty acid β-oxidation.
Ten protons are extruded for each electron pair passing from
NADH to oxygen, or six protons for each electron pair passing
from other quinone-linked dehydrogenases to oxygen [16,17].
The redox span across the entire electron transport chain is
approximately 1100 mV, and the maximal pmf (protonmotive
force) across the inner membrane is 180–220 mV [18–21].
The total outward (extrusion) and inward (re-entry) proton
currents exactly balance under steady-state conditions. The
dominant pathway of proton re-entry during active ATP synthesis
is the ATP synthase. The proton pumps of the electron transport
chain, together with the ATP synthase, thus create a proton
circuit across the inner membrane, with terms of driving force
or potential (the pmf in mV) and ﬂux (the proton current in nmol
of protons/min). This proton circuit is central to mitochondrial
bioenergetics. Experimentally distinct, but parallel, experimental
approachesareusedtoquantifythepotentialandﬂuxcomponents
of the proton circuit, both with isolated mitochondria and intact
cells. The pmf has two components,  pH (the pH gradient
across the inner membrane) and  ψm (mitochondrial membrane
potential, the difference in electrical potential between the
cytoplasm and the matrix) (eqn 1):
pmf =  ψm − 61.5log 10  pH (1)
Figure 1 The proton circuit across the mitochondrial inner membrane and
an equivalent electrical circuit
(A)Theprimary,ATP-generating,protoncircuitisshownasboldlines/boxesandthepathwayof
electronﬂowasadashedverticalline.Secondarypathwaysofprotonre-entryincludemetabolite
transport[representedinthepresentFigurebythephosphatecarrier,thetranshydrogenaseforthe
reduction of NADP+ to NADPH, and the endogenous and UCP (uncoupling protein)-mediated
proton leaks]. Ca2+ cycles between the uniport and the Na+/Ca2+ antiport, and a sodium
circuit links the proton and calcium circuits. (B) The equivalent electrical circuit modelling the
primary proton circuit. The resistances associated with each ‘complex’ reﬂect the observation
that membrane potential drops as the proton current drawn increases.
The pmf is expressed in mV. By convention, electrophysiolo-
gists deﬁne membrane potentials with respect to the external
medium, so both  ψp (plasma membrane potential) and  ψm
have negative signs. However, bioenergeticists historically deﬁne
potentials with respect to the mitochondrial matrix, so both
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potentialshavepositivesigns.Contextusuallyallowsdeciphering
of the convention being used. In the present review, we use the
bioenergetic convention for all potentials.
In addition to proton re-entry through the ATP synthase, all
mitochondria possess a parallel endogenous proton leak [22],
also present in mitochondria in situ within intact cells and
thus not an artefact of isolation [23–26]. In the absence of
ATP synthesis, the proton circuit is largely completed by the
proton leak, which may serve an important purpose in limiting
pmf, to prevent dielectric breakdown of the membrane and
restrict leakage of single electrons from the electron transport
chain to form superoxide [25,27]. Cycling of calcium across
the mitochondrial inner membrane also uses the proton current
[28], as do metabolite transport and other reactions such as
NADH/NADP transhydrogenase and protein import.
Net forward ﬂux through each electron transport complex
requires a thermodynamic disequilibrium, i.e. the free energy
available from electron transfer must be greater than that required
to pump protons across the membrane against the pmf. The
electron transport chain thus responds to the drop in pmf resulting
from an increase in proton re-entry through the ATP synthase or
proton leak with an increased ﬂux. The increase in respiration is
anapproximatelylinearfunctionofthefallinpmfuntilitplateaus
at relatively low pmf (approximately 100 mV) when the maximal
(‘uncontrolled’) respiration is attained [19,21], as shown by the
‘substrate oxidation’ curve in Figure 2(B).
A useful conceptual analogy of the proton circuit is a simple
electrical circuit (Figure 1B). The electrical analogue can be
quantiﬁed by voltage, current and (by Ohm’s law) resistance or
conductance. In the proton circuit, the corresponding variables
are pmf (in mV), proton current (nmol of H
+/min per unit of
mitochondrialproteinorcellnumberetc.)andprotonconductance
(nmol of H
+/min per mV per unit).
Modular analysis of the proton circuit
A complementary conceptual model simpliﬁes the proton circuit
to three modules of reactions connected by their common
intermediate, pmf [21,29–31] (Figure 2A). The ‘substrate
oxidation’ module consists of all reactions involved in substrate
uptake, metabolism and electron transport, and generates pmf.
The ‘ATP turnover’ module consists of all reactions involved in
phosphorylation of ADP to ATP and the export and turnover
of ATP in the extramitochondrial space, and consumes pmf.
The ‘proton leak’ module consists of all other reactions that
consume pmf. The proton current through the system, measured
as respiration rate, is generated by substrate oxidation, ﬂows
through pmf, and is then divided between proton leak and ATP
turnover. The advantage of this conceptual simpliﬁcation is that
it encompasses and fully describes the whole of the function of
oxidative phosphorylation in one simple scheme.
The kinetic response of each module to pmf is easy to measure:
rate and pmf are simply titrated with suitable inhibitors or
activators of another module [31]. In this way, the response of
substrate oxidation rate to pmf can be determined by titration
of proton leak with uncoupler; the kinetic response of proton
leak to pmf can be determined by titration of substrate oxidation
using respiratory inhibitors, and the kinetic response of ATP
turnover to pmf can be determined by titration of respiration
during ATP synthesis with respiratory inhibitors, and
subtraction of the relevant proton leak rate at each point
(Figure 2B).
The kinetics of the three modules describe fully the overall
properties of oxidative phosphorylation in isolated mitochondria
or in intact cells. Any change that affects overall function must
Figure 2 Modular kinetic analysis and modular control analysis
(A) Three modules of mitochondrial energy metabolism in isolated mitochondria or in intact
cells connected by pmf. ‘Substrate oxidation’ consists of all reactions involved in substrate
uptake, metabolism and electron transport, and generates pmf. ‘ATP turnover’ consists of all
reactions involved in phosphorylation of ADP to ATP and the export and turnover of ATP in the
extramitochondrial space, and consumes pmf. ‘Proton leak’ consists of all other reactions that
consumepmf.Theprotoncurrentthroughthesystem,measuredasrespirationrate,isgenerated
by substrate oxidation, ﬂows through pmf and is then divided between proton leak and ATP
turnover.(B)ModularkineticanalysisofthethreemodulesinmitochondriafromA549.B2human
lung carcinoma cells. The three curves with ﬁlled symbols show the kinetic responses of the
rates of each of the three modules in (A) to their common intermediate, pmf. Succinate (4mM)
was present as the substrate. The response of substrate oxidation rate to pmf was determined
by titration of proton leak with FCCP; the response of proton leak to pmf was determined by
titration of substrate oxidation with malonate, and the response of ATP turnover plus proton
leak to pmf was determined by titration of state 3 respiration with malonate (the response of
ATP turnover alone can be calculated by subtraction of the proton leak curve). Filled symbols,
control; open symbols, plus 25nM myxothiazol. In the presence of myxothiazol, the kinetics of
substrate oxidation were signiﬁcantly different at membrane potentials above 98 mV. Redrawn
from [33] c   the Biochemical Society. (C) Flux control coefﬁcients of the three modules over
respiration rate in rat liver mitochondria at different rates of oxidative phosphorylation (varied
by titration with hexokinase in the presence of ATP), calculated from titrations similar to those
in (B). The ﬂux control coefﬁcients describe quantitatively how strongly each of the modules in
(A) controls the respiration rate under each deﬁned condition. Redrawn from [107] c   the
Biochemical Society; data from [21].
be reﬂected by a primary change in the kinetics of one or more
of the modules [32]. The consequent changes in pmf will then
have secondary effects on the rates of the other modules. If
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required, the module that is directly affected can be broken into
two or three smaller modules connected by further intermediates,
and the analysis repeated to home in on the primary molecular
event [29]. The abilities to reveal any functionally relevant
changeinkinetics,todistinguishprimarychangesfromsecondary
changes and to bore down to molecular events are powerful
advantages of modular kinetic analysis. For example, Figure 2(B)
shows that a sub-maximal concentration of myxothiazol (an
inhibitor of complex III) slows respiration in mitochondria
exclusively by its primary effect on substrate oxidation (because
there is a statistically signiﬁcant change in the kinetic curve
describing this module), whereas its effects on the rates of proton
leak and ATP synthesis are secondary to the change in pmf, since
there is no signiﬁcant primary change in their kinetics [33].
Once the modular kinetics are known, the distribution of
control by each module over rates and over the value of pmf
can be calculated (modular control analysis) [31] (Figure 2C).
If the modular kinetics are remeasured after some functional
change, one can quantify how that change propagates through
the system (modular regulation analysis) [34]. We shall exploit
these powerful concepts below.
ISOLATED MITOCHONDRIA
Fluxes: mitochondrial proton current (respiration rate)
Measurement of proton current is generally more informative
than measurement of pmf if only one is to be measured (but it
is best to know both). In the same way, it is more informative to
knowthecurrentdrawnfromtheelectricitygridbyyourdomestic
appliances than to know the voltage drop across your electricity
supply box.
The tight coupling between electron transport and proton
extrusion in both mitochondria and cells [35–37] means that for
a given substrate the rate of mitochondrial oxygen utilization
is an accurate measure of the total proton current. This rate
measures the activity of a single process: the transfer within
complex IV of four electrons to a molecule of oxygen to
generate two molecules of water. Despite this apparent limitation,
experiments can be designed to obtain information on a wide
variety of processes, including substrate transport into the
cell, cytoplasmic metabolism, transport into the mitochondrion,
mitochondrial metabolism, electron delivery to the respiratory
chain, the activities of complex I or II, complex III, complex
IV, ATP synthesis, proton leak, ATP export to the cytoplasm
and cell ATP utilization. The art of using respiration to uncover
dysfunction in a wide variety of modules and reactions lies in
designing experiments that move control on to that reaction so
that the dysfunction is most easily recognized and quantiﬁed.
The Clark oxygen electrode has been used for 50 years to
measure mitochondrial respiration [38], but other methods, such
as plate-based ﬂuorescence assays [39,40], can provide the same
information.
Mitochondrial respiratory control: the best general measure
of mitochondrial function in isolated mitochondria
The classic oxygen electrode experiments to determine
mitochondrial bioenergetic function were devised by Chance
and Williams [38]. Substrate is added to a mitochondrial
incubation, followed by a small amount of ADP, allowing the
ATP synthase to function, pmf to drop and electron transport to
accelerate (‘state 3ADP’). When the ATP/ADP ratio approaches
equilibrium, pmf rises, proton re-entry through the synthase stops
and respiration slows (‘state 4’). In practice, the presence of
ATP in the incubation may have additional effects in state 4.
Any contaminating ATPase activity (e.g. broken mitochondria
with uncoupled ATPases or residual muscle ﬁbres in a muscle
mitochondrial preparation) will prevent the restoration of a
low respiration. For this reason, state 3ADP respiration can be
terminated by adding the ATP synthase inhibitor oligomycin to
achieve a ‘state 4o’ (‘state 4oligomycin’) rate, where ATP recycling
cannot contribute. Oligomycin addition can be followed by
a carefully titrated concentration of a protonophore, such as
FCCP(carbonylcyanidep-triﬂuoromethoxyphenylhydrazone),to
give uncoupled respiration (‘state 3FCCP’ or ‘state 3u’). In some
mitochondria, such as those from brown fat where the ATP
synthase activity is very limited, state 3u may be much higher
than the maximal state 3ADP [41].
Two ‘pre-chemiosmotic’ parameters are still used to quantify
the behaviour of mitochondria in this classic experiment: the
mitochondrial RCR [respiratory control ratio (state 3/state 4)],
deﬁned as the respiration in state 3ADP divided by that in
state 4, and the P/O ratio, mol of ATP synthesized per mol
of O (
1/ 2O2) used. With rare exceptions, such as brown fat
mitochondria whose uncoupling protein is activated by fatty acid
[42], ‘healthy’ mitochondria under correctly designed incubation
conditions show high respiratory control: a large increase in
respiration rate with ADP followed by a return to state 4.
Mitochondrial respiratory control encapsulates the main function
of mitochondria: their ability to idle at a low rate yet respond to
ADP by making ATP at a high rate. A high RCR implies that
the mitochondria have a high capacity for substrate oxidation and
ATPturnoverandalowprotonleak.However,thereisnoabsolute
RCR value that is diagnostic of dysfunctional mitochondria,
becausevaluesaresubstrate-andtissue-dependent.Mitochondrial
respiratory control is a complex function whose value depends
on numerous factors, and this complexity is its main strength:
a change in almost any aspect of oxidative phosphorylation will
change RCR.
State 3ADP is controlled approximately equally (depending
on the tissue and conditions) by the activity of ATP
turnover (primarily the adenine nucleotide translocase, phosphate
transporter and ATP synthase) and substrate oxidation (including
substrateuptake,processingenzymes,relevantelectron-transport-
chain complexes, pool sizes of UQ (ubiquinone) and cytochrome
c,a n d[ O 2]) (Figure 2C). Inhibition of any of these processes will
decrease the state 3 rate.
State 3u is controlled exclusively by substrate oxidation
and will detect dysfunction in respiratory chain components,
substrate translocases or dehydrogenases. Different substrates
allow multiple metabolic pathways or respiratory complexes to
be probed.
State 4 is controlled predominantly by the proton leak and any
contaminatingATPasesthatrecyclesynthesizedATPasADP(and
toasmallextentbytheactivityofsubstrateoxidation)(Figure2C).
State 4o is controlled by the activity of the proton leak (and
approximately 10% by substrate oxidation). A low state 4o
rate indicates that the mitochondria maintain a sufﬁciently high
pmf to restrict electron transport (see the ‘substrate oxidation’
curve in Figure 2B, where pmf must be >100–120 mV to slow
respiration rate). A higher state 4o rate indicates altered proton
leakiness in vivo or inappropriate isolation techniques that induce
an artefactual proton leak.
Thus the RCRs, either state 3ADP/state 4 or, to a lesser
extent, state 3u/state 4o, are strongly inﬂuenced by almost every
functionalaspectofoxidativephosphorylation,makingthemgood
indicators of dysfunction. However, the rates are very sensitive
to errors in measurement; if the electrode system being used has
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signiﬁcant back-diffusion of oxygen from the Teﬂon stirrer bar
(which can hold half of the oxygen in a suspension) or from the
surroundingvesseloratmosphere,state4ratescanbesigniﬁcantly
underestimated, resulting in some of the very high apparent RCR
values found in the literature. The test for this is to repeat the state
3/state 4 cycle to ensure that the RCR remains the same at lower
oxygen tension, or to fully inhibit respiration and check for an
upward drift.
Substrates that feed electrons to the UQ pool, such as succinate
(and glycerol phosphate in appropriate tissues), translocate fewer
protons per electron pair than NADH-linked substrates, so the
same proton cycling rate requires a higher respiration rate. This
does not affect RCR, as both state 3 and state 4 change by
the same factor. However, RCR tends to be lower with these
substrates because they generate a higher pmf, for kinetic and
thermodynamic reasons. Since the proton leak rate is voltage-
dependent [22] (see the ‘proton leak’ curve in Figure 2B), this
increases the state 4 rate with no change in the proton leakiness.
Furthermore,underidenticalincubationconditions,verydifferent
RCRs may be seen with mitochondria from different tissues,
reﬂecting differing substrate oxidation kinetics and different
physiological roles of the endogenous proton leak [43].
In conclusion, the respiratory control ratio is the single most
usefulgeneralmeasureoffunctioninisolatedmitochondria.High
RCR indicates good function, and low RCR usually indicates
dysfunction. The utility of RCR rests on its complexity: virtually
any change in oxidative phosphorylation will change RCR. If
absolute rates and RCR are unaffected by a treatment, it is safe to
assert that there is no overall bioenergetic dysfunction manifest
in isolated mitochondria. Once a dysfunction in RCR has been
identiﬁedanditsimmediatecausesdetermined(wasthechangein
state 3 rate or state 4 rate?), further experiments will be required
to pinpoint the primary causes, using modular kinetic analyses or
candidate activity assays.
Absolute respiration rate can give useful insights into the mechanism
of dysfunction
A straightforward indicator of the function of isolated
mitochondria is their absolute respiration rate, normalized to
protein or cytochrome a, in state 3ADP or state 3u. A damaged
electron transport chain may be unable to support high rates
of respiration if, for example, substantial cytochrome c has
been lost from the intermembrane space due to damage to
the outer membrane. Small changes in absolute respiration
rate can be caused by changes in purity that may not be
directly related to mitochondrial dysfunction. Once RCR has
been determined, absolute respiration rates are a useful way to
gain more insight into the site(s) of the dysfunction: is respiratory
control decreased because of lower state 3u rate (dysfunction
localizedtosubstrateoxidation)oronlystate3rate(dysfunctionin
ATP synthesis), or because of higher state 4o rate (dysfunction
inprotonconductance)oronlystate4rate(dysfunctionbyATPase
contamination)? If state 3u is low, is it low for all substrates
(complexIVdefect)oronlyforparticularsubstrates(e.g.complex
II if only succinate oxidation is compromised)?
P/O ratio: a poor reporter of mitochondrial dysfunction
The P/O ratio is the maximum number of ATP molecules made as
an electron pair passes down the respiratory chain from substrate
to oxygen. It is the H
+/O stoichiometry of respiration divided
by the H
+/ATP stoichiometry of ATP synthesis, and is thus a
mechanistic constant for any particular substrate. Its value will
not change in dysfunction unless the coupling mechanism itself
is altered (e.g. the respiratory complexes slip and pump fewer
protons than normal). Literature reports of changed P/O ratios
almost always reﬂect alterations in the correction for proton leak
as state 3 and state 4 rates change, so it is better to report those
rates and RCR directly.
The effective P/O ratio (or coupling efﬁciency) is an empirical
value that makes no correction for proton leak, but reports the
relativeﬂuxesthroughtheATPsynthaseandprotonleakpathways
[44]. The coupling efﬁciency near state 4 is sensitive to changes
in proton leakiness and ATP turnover, and is a useful measure in
intact cells (see below).
Forces: mitochondrial pmf
In the electrical analogue of the proton circuit, the oxygen
electrode corresponds to the electricity meter monitoring the
total current consumption by the appliances in a house: switch
on the television and the current increases. We do not normally
monitor the mains voltage separately because the drop in voltage
when you switch on the television is small. The equivalent
variable in the proton circuit, pmf, is less constant, falling slightly
(by 10–20%) during a state 4–3 transition or when Ca
2+ is
accumulated or rising slightly when substrate supply is enhanced
[45].Monitoringpmf,ideallyinparallelwithrespiration,canhelp
to remove ambiguity. For example, a treatment could increase
state 4 respiration by stimulation of uncoupling or ATP synthesis,
or by increased substrate availability; pmf, monitored in parallel,
can distinguish between the former (depolarizing) and the latter
(hyperpolarizing).
The pmf has two components: membrane potential ( ψm)a n d
pH gradient ( pH) (eqn 1). Although  ψm is always dominant,
under extreme conditions (phosphate-depleted mitochondria
accumulating Ca
2+),  pH can contribute 50% of the pmf.
Alternatively, pHiszeroinaKCl-basedmediuminthepresence
of the K
+/H
+ ionophore nigericin. The careful use of nigericin
simpliﬁes experiments with isolated mitochondria by allowing
pmf to be equated with  ψm, although for qualitative studies in
the presence of phosphate, changes in  ψm tend to be paralleled
by similar, but smaller, changes in  pH [45].
 ψm
In contrast with cellular electrophysiology, where individual
cells can be patched or penetrated by electrodes for the direct
determination of membrane potential, indirect techniques must
be employed for the much smaller mitochondria.  ψm is
estimated by monitoring the distribution of membrane permanent
monovalent cations (C
+) between the incubation medium and
the mitochondrial matrix following the Nernst equilibrium
(eqn 2):
 ψm = 61.5log 10
[C
+
in]
[C
+
out]
(2)
Typical  ψm values of 150–180 mV correspond to 300–1000-
fold accumulation. The logarithmic relationship in eqn (2) means
that signals are sensitive to small changes in potential, but that
errors in the estimation of low potentials can be large.
Reasonably accurate absolute values of  ψm may be obtained
by determining cation accumulation and matrix volume with
correctionfortheapparentactivitycoefﬁcientofthecation.Matrix
volume can be estimated by suspending mitochondria in medium
containing
3H2Oa n d[
14C]sucrose, centrifuging and determining
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the water-permeable and sucrose-impermeable volume of the
pellet [46]. A typical volume is 0.5–1 μl per mg of mitochondrial
protein.Moreconveniently,theapparentbindingcoefﬁcientofthe
probe often depends on matrix volume, so  ψm can be calculated
using a pre-measured volume-dependent binding correction that
allows routine measurement of  ψm without the need to measure
the matrix volume or to assume that it remains constant during an
experiment [47,48].
A common technique to monitor  ψm is to equilibrate
mitochondrial incubations with low concentrations of lipophilic
membrane-permeant cations, such as TPP
+ (tetraphenylphos-
phonium ion) or TPMP
+ (triphenylmethylphosphonium ion),
and to quantify uptake of the cations from the decrease in the
medium concentration monitored by an external macro-electrode
[48,49]. Membrane-permanent cations that possess distinctive
absorbanceorﬂuorescencearealsoemployed.Themostcommon
method is to suspend mitochondria in a temperature-regulated
stirred cuvette or multiwell plate and to determine the change in
total transmission or emission of the incubation in response to
effectors of the membrane potential. The cations are employed
in a concentration range sufﬁcient to result in aggregation and
ﬂuorescent quenching within the matrix, and as a result the total
signal from the cuvette decreases as a function of the matrix
accumulation, and hence  ψm. The ﬂuorescent response is
usually calibrated in parallel by varying external [K
+]i nt h e
presence of valinomycin and applying the Nernst equation
assumingconstantinternal[K
+][50].Therearesteeprelationships
betweenpmfandtheﬂuxesthroughthethreemodulesofoxidative
phosphorylation at physiological values of pmf (Figure 2B), so
large changes in respiration are associated with rather small
changesinpmf.Althoughpmfdoesreportbioenergeticstatus,itis
lesssensitive tochangesinfunctionandlessusefulgenerallythan
measurements of respiratory rates. However, the combination of
pmf and respiration rates is much more powerful and informative
than measurement of either alone.
Modular kinetic analysis
Quantitativemeasurementofbothprotoncurrentandpmfenables
a modular kinetic analysis, allowing a full and quantitative
description of any change in function and its primary and
secondary sites of action. For example, an important role of
quantitative  ψm determination, in combination with respiration,
is to detect and measure subtle changes in proton leak and
efﬁciency of coupling between mitochondrial preparations. In
the equivalent electrical circuit (Figure 1), the conductance of a
component is deﬁned using Ohm’s law as the current per unit of
potentialdifference.Asimilar approachhasbeenusedtoquantify
the proton conductance of the mitochondrial inner membrane.
 ψm (or better, pmf) is determined in parallel with respiration,
usually with oxygen and TPMP
+ electrodes inserted into the
same incubation. In the absence of net ATP synthesis, this allows
the basal proton conductance of the membrane to be calculated
[21,45]; this is non-ohmic, increasing disproportionately at high
pmf [19,51]. To obtain most information about the proton leak it
is therefore necessary to generate a current/voltage plot for the
conductance over a range of potentials, by starting in state 4 and
progressively limiting electron transport, for example by titrating
malonate into an isolated mitochondrial incubation oxidizing
succinate and simultaneously determining respiration and pmf
[19,22] or  ψm with a TPMP electrode in the presence of
nigericin [33,52] (the ‘proton leak’ curve in Figure 2B). This
modular kinetic analysis can then be repeated for the other
two modules of oxidative phosphorylation (substrate oxidation
and ATP turnover), giving the full picture of the functional state
of the mitochondria (Figure 2B).
Modular kinetic analysis describes fully (at the system level)
any functional change in oxidative phosphorylation. Once a
dysfunction is discovered by measuring RCR and absolute
respiration rates, modular kinetic analysis is the method of
choice for uncovering the primary and secondary causes of that
dysfunction.
Concentrations and activities of candidate complexes
and enzymes
A very common approach to address mitochondrial bioenergetic
dysfunction is to measure the expression, concentration or
maximumactivityofafewcandidateelectrontransportcomplexes
or metabolic enzymes, such as complex I, complex IV or
tricarboxylicacid-cycleenzymes.Onereasonforthepopularityof
the candidate approach is the ease with which speciﬁc transcripts
can be assayed in microarrays, speciﬁc proteins can be assayed
using antibody technology, and speciﬁc enzyme activities can be
assayed using commercial kits. The implicit assumption is that
these proteins control respiratory rate and bioenergetic function,
so if they are altered, function must be altered, and if they are
not altered, function must be intact. This is incorrect for two
reasons. First, control over the rate of ATP turnover or substrate
oxidation in isolated mitochondria is widely shared, with no one
enzyme being rate-limiting, and the distribution of control alters
asconditionschange(e.g.Figure2C).Itmaybethatthecandidate
hassigniﬁcantcontrolundertheconditionschosenandachangein
its activity correctly reports a bioenergetic dysfunction. However,
itisjustaslikelythatmoderatechangesinactivityofthecandidate
complexhavelittleeffectontheoverallsystembehaviour,leading
to false positives. Secondly, function depends on the integrity
of many processes, so even steps that have no control under
normal conditions may become strongly rate-controlling if they
are compromised. Omitting these steps from the candidate list
will lead to false negatives.
Other speciﬁc functions and dysfunctions
The choice of which dysfunction to measure depends on
the particular question being asked. Specialized functions of
mitochondria include the urea cycle, γ-aminobutyric acid cycle,
amino acid metabolism, one-carbon metabolism, FeS protein
synthesis, haem synthesis, fatty acid metabolism, calcium
transport and homoeostasis, reactive oxygen species metabolism,
the mitochondrial permeability transition pore in the control of
cytochromecreleaseandapoptosis,andﬁssionandfusion.Assays
ofdysfunctionsinthesespeciﬁcpathwayswillrequirespecialized
approaches rather than the general bioenergetic approaches
outlined in the present paper.
Summary: assaying dysfunction in isolated mitochondria
The simplest and most revealing test for energetic dysfunction
in isolated mitochondria is to measure mitochondrial respiratory
control. Absolute values of respiration rates in different states
and conditions, and qualitative measurements of pmf, can clarify
mechanisms, but the best way to gain mechanistic insight is to
simultaneously titrate both respiration rate and pmf and plot the
kinetics of the different modules of oxidative phosphorylation
(Figure 2B). Candidate assays of the amounts or activities of
speciﬁc complexes and enzymes, mitochondrial morphology and
responses to speciﬁc stressors can be useful to test speciﬁc
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hypotheses, but should generally be held in reserve and not used
as the primary assay for mitochondrial dysfunction.
PERMEABILIZED CELLS
Permeabilized cells or skinned muscle ﬁbre preparations can be
considered as a subset of isolated mitochondria, with similar
strengths and weaknesses. The advantage is that the use of
permeabilized cells can decrease problems associated with the
preparation time required, the general or selective loss of some
of the mitochondria, and damage caused during mitochondrial
isolation. Permeabilization may also leave intact many of
the intracellular interactions with proteins, the cytoskeleton
and other membranes, particularly the mitochondrial-associated
membranes that are involved in intracellular calcium signalling,
and so can be considered to have many of the advantages of intact
cells without the signiﬁcant disadvantage of the permeability
barrier imposed by the plasma membrane [53]. Compared
with isolated mitochondria, mitochondria in permeabilized
preparations have poor purity, and there is the additional risk
of outer membrane damage and cytochrome c release caused
by the permeabilization protocol. It is also critical that the
supporting medium is ‘mitochondria friendly’ at the instant of
permeabilization, particularly in relation to Ca
2+.
INTACT CELLS
A major goal of current bioenergetic research is the develop-
ment and application of techniques to quantify mitochondrial
function and cellular bioenergetics in intact cells, avoiding many
of the artefacts associated with mitochondrial isolation or cell
permeabilization while offering the overwhelming advantage
of greater physiological relevance (Table 1). However, isolated
cells still lack their in vivo context, and the experimenter has
to choose what substrates to add, how much serum to use
(with its uncharacterized cargo of hormones, growth factors,
cytokines and other effectors), and the pH and bicarbonate
and oxygen concentrations. These choices may determine the
outcome of the investigation. Glucose is often included in cell
incubationmedia,butmanycellsdonotmetabolizeit(particularly
if they have insulin-dependent glucose uptake and insulin is
not present) and prefer to oxidize either endogenous substrates
or other components of the medium, such as fatty acids or
amino acids, particularly glutamine and alanine. Compared with
isolated mitochondria, cells are more complex and have the major
restriction that the cell membrane is effectively impermeable
to adenine nucleotides, most mitochondrial substrates and some
useful inhibitors.
A bioenergetic analysis of the proton circuit similar to
that for isolated mitochondria can be performed with intact
cells. Mitochondria are responsible for the majority of cellular
respiration, except in cells such as neutrophils that can activate
non-mitochondrial oxygenases, and in any cell the contribution
of non-mitochondrial respiration can be determined at the
termination of an experiment by the residual respiration in the
presence of electron transport inhibitors. Fluorescence methods
for measuring pmf (or at least  ψm) in cells are improving all
the time, making the voltage term qualitatively (and, increasingly,
quantitatively) accessible. Although measurement of the proton
current is generally more informative than measurement of pmf,
ﬂuorescence microscopy possesses the considerable advantage
that  ψm can be monitored at single-cell, or even single-
mitochondrial, resolution in parallel with indicators of Ca
2+,
reactive oxygen species,  ψp etc., allowing complex stochastic
events to be analysed. As with isolated mitochondria, the
combinationofrespirationandpotentialismuchmoreinformative
than either alone.
Modular analysis can be applied to cells and is even more
valuable than with isolated mitochondria because it simpliﬁes
modules that are more complex: substrate oxidation now
contains the whole of cellular catabolism, and ATP turnover
includes all cellular ATP demand. It is also helpful to follow
the rate of glycolysis (monitored by measurements of lactate
production or extracellular acidiﬁcation) for a full understanding
of mitochondrial function.
One important difference between isolated mitochondria
and cells is often overlooked. The respiration rates of
mitochondrial preparations are usually normalized to mito-
chondrial concentration, whereas the respiration rates of cells
are normalized to cell number, cell protein etc. Thus a change
in mitochondrial density in the cell may profoundly affect the
cellular respiration and ﬂuorescence signals while being invisible
in experiments on mitochondria isolated from the same cells. It is
therefore crucial to take the method of normalization into account
when interpreting the mechanistic basis for observed changes (or
lack of changes) in the proton current. Finally, with both isolated
mitochondriaandintactcells,careshouldbetakenwheninferring
that an observed dysfunction is the primary cause of a cellular
or whole-organism phenotype. Mitochondrial ATP generation
is a crucial cellular function, so mitochondria have evolved
powerful feedback loops to maintain it in the face of dysfunction.
Retrograde signalling from dysfunctional mitochondria to the
nucleus can therefore change other mitochondrial properties in an
attempt to maintain function, making cause-and-effect difﬁcult to
disentangle.
Fluxes: mitochondrial proton current (respiration rate) in cells
When using intact cells, the experimenter sets the extracellular
conditions, but the cell determines what mitochondria are
exposed to, making analysis more complicated, but also more
physiologically relevant. The basal respiration of most cells
correspondsneithertothestate3ADP rate(unlimited availabilityof
substrate and ADP) nor to the state 4o rate (unlimited availability
of substrate, but zero ATP synthesis), but is generally substrate-
limited while satisfying an intermediate ATP demand. As with
isolated mitochondria, the proton current generated by basal
respirationsuppliesATPsynthesisandtheprotonleak,butincells
substrate supply and ATP demand are both strongly inﬂuenced by
extramitochondrial processes not necessarily under the control of
the experimenter.
Until recently, the only apparatus commonly used to monitor
cellrespirationwastheClark-typeoxygenelectrodeandchamber.
However this is limited to cells that can be obtained in
high yield and in suspension. It has been used extensively
and successfully with nerve terminals (synaptosomes) [54,55],
primary hepatocytes [23] and cells trypsinized from plates (e.g.
[56]), but there must always be reservations about the metabolic
status of cells stripped from their normal growth niche and
subjectedtorapidstirringinsuspension.Asmostcellpreparations
are available in limited amounts growing in two dimensions on
a coverslip or multiwell plate, a different technology is required.
Onesolution,thecellrespirometer,superfusesincubationmedium
over a cell monolayer within a closed perfusion chamber
[57]. Micro ﬂow-through oxygen electrodes placed upstream
and downstream allow continuous monitoring of the cellular
respiration rate, and the chamber is mounted on a ﬂuorescence
microscope, allowing ﬂuorescence signals to be monitored in
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parallel. The equipment has been used to monitor the respiration
of cultured neurons, with a focus on the energy demands of
pathological glutamate receptor activation [57–62].
Several techniques have been described for monitoring cell
respiration in a multiwell format using oxygen-dependent
ﬂuorescence quenching to monitor the oxygen concentration in
the medium. These techniques either operate at steady-state,
where oxygen consumption is balanced by inward diffusion of
oxygen [63], or measure oxygen depletion in a sealed chamber
[64,65]. Although these can be used to monitor or compare basal
cell respiration rates, their low time resolution and the limited
ability to make additions during the run preclude them from
being used for sophisticated respiration assays. The Seahorse
XF24 and XF96 extracellular ﬂux analysers reﬁne the technology
by using a piston to reversibly enclose a small volume (7 μl
in the XF-24) above the cells, monitoring oxygen uptake in
that volume for 2–5 min, then raising the piston, allowing the
bulk incubation medium (∼1 ml) to re-equilibrate [39,40]. The
ability to make up to four additions during the experiment allows
cell respiratory control to be measured, with the possibility of
a further initial addition of a compound to screen its effects.
The Seahorse instrument can be used to monitor the respiration
of cells and organelles that can be attached to the multiwell
plate, either spontaneously in the case of cultured cells [39] or
by centrifugation of isolated mitochondria [40] or synaptosomes
[66].
Synaptosomes can be considered as miniature cells for the
purpose of bioenergetic analysis [67]. A representative cell
respiratory control experiment [66] is shown in Figure 3(A).
Predominant control over the oxygen consumption rate shifts in
this experiment from proton re-entry through ATP synthase and
proton leak (during basal and oligomycin-resistant respiration)
to substrate oxidation (in the presence of protonophore) and to
non-mitochondrialrespiration(afteradditionofelectrontransport
inhibitors). In the illustrative experiment in Figure 3(B), the cell
respiratorycontrolprotocoliscombinedwiththeeffectofapartial
inhibitor of pyruvate transport, α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamate
[68]. Basal and oligomycin-resistant respiration are unaffected,
but FCCP-stimulated respiration is inhibited. The lack of
inhibition when proton re-entry exerts predominant control, prior
to the addition of protonophore, together with the inhibition of
uncontrolled respiration, indicates that the inhibitor is acting
on the substrate oxidation module at some stage upstream
of the proton circuit. Conversely, as shown in Figure 3(C),
addition of the sodium channel activator veratridine, to enhance
extramitochondrial ATP turnover, increases basal respiration.
That the increase is largely oligomycin-sensitive indicates an
a c t i o no nA T Pt u r n o v e rr a t h e rt h a np r o t o nl e a k .
With isolated mitochondria, substrate supply is usually in
excess and exerts little control over respiration. In intact
cells, substrate delivery is under complex metabolic regulation.
Figure 3(D) shows the effect of augmenting glycolytic delivery
of pyruvate to the synaptosomal mitochondria by adding
exogenous pyruvate. The most dramatic effect is a doubling of
therateofFCCP-stimulatedrespiration,indicatingthatglycolysis
wasexertingconsiderablecontrolovermaximumrespirationrate.
However, both basal and oligomycin-resistant respiration are also
enhanced, and parallel experiments monitoring  ψm show that
the addition of exogenous pyruvate activates substrate oxidation
at lower rates as well, leading to signiﬁcant mitochondrial
hyperpolarization and driving an increased proton current [66].
This demonstrates one of the limitations inherent in simply
measuring the current component of the circuit without the
potential. Ignoring potential can lead to signiﬁcant errors. For
example, pmf and the distribution of control over respiration
rate may be very different between control and mutated cells.
Erroneous conclusions may be drawn if the difference in
respirationratesaloneisplottedtoshowtheeffectofthemutation,
ignoring the differences in pmf. The effect of ignoring pmf on
the measurement of coupling efﬁciency in cells is signiﬁcant but
relatively small (see below).
Cell respiratory control: the best general measure of mitochondrial function
in cell populations
In cells that have sufﬁciently active glycolysis to support
metabolism while mitochondrial function is manipulated, all
of the major aspects of mitochondrial coupling and respiratory
control can be measured in a single experiment. Basal
respiration, ATP turnover, proton leak, coupling efﬁciency,
maximum respiration rate, apparent respiratory control ratio,
spare respiratory capacity and non-mitochondrial respiration can
all be determined by the sequential additions of the ATP synthase
inhibitor oligomycin, a protonophoric uncoupler such as FCCP,
and electron transport inhibitors such as rotenone and antimycin
A. If glycolysis is too restricted and cell bioenergetics becomes
unstable after manipulation of mitochondrial function, separate
parallel oligomycin and FCCP experiments may be performed
instead.
The measurement of cell respiratory control is the single most
useful general test of mitochondrial function in cell populations.
It is so rich in information about mitochondrial function and
dysfunction that the individual steps in Figure 3(A) are discussed
separately below.
Non-mitochondrial respiration. In cells such as macrophages,
theactivityofnon-mitochondrialNADPHoxidasesmaydominate
cellular oxygen uptake. Most other cells have low, but signiﬁcant,
non-mitochondrial oxygen consumption (e in Figure 3A),
approximately 10% of the total [23,39,56,57,69,70], caused by
variousdesaturaseanddetoxiﬁcationenzymes.Attheendofeach
cell respiratory control experiment, it is therefore usual to inhibit
the mitochondrial electron transport chain completely using
speciﬁc high-afﬁnity inhibitors (Figure 3A) such as rotenone plus
antimycin A (or better, myxothiazol or stigmatellin, which inhibit
more completely, but can be hard to source). Cyanide, to inhibit
complexIV,shouldbeavoidedbecauseitalsoinhibitsmanyhaem-
containingenzymes,includingsomeofthoseresponsiblefornon-
mitochondrial oxygen consumption. The non-mitochondrial rate
is assumed to be constant and is subtracted from all other rates.
Basal respiration. Basal respiration (a in Figure 3A) is usually
controlled strongly by ATP turnover and partly by substrate
oxidation and proton leak [30,71]. Therefore it alters in response
to ATP demand, but is rather insensitive to small changes in
maximum respiratory capacity or in proton leakiness. Basal
respiration can alter dramatically, depending on the presence or
absence of different substrates and hormones in the incubation
medium,ortriggeringofATPdemandbystimulationofionpumps
ormetaboliccycles.Forexample,hepatocytebasalrespirationcan
be greatly increased by addition of fatty acids, pyruvate, lactate
or adrenaline [72,73], insulinoma cell basal respiration depends
on glucose concentration [56], and partial permeabilization of
the plasma membrane in any cell type can lead to a high ATP
demand for ion pumps [74]. A change in basal rate in a given
cell population indicates some change in the cell, and its nature
can be elucidated by the remainder of the cell respiratory control
experiment.However,itcanbedifﬁculttointerpretadifferencein
absolute rate between two cell populations. For example, if cells
double in size but otherwise stay the same, the respiration rate
per cell will double, but respiration rate per unit of cell protein
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Figure 3 Cell respiratory control
(A) Representative cell respiratory control experiment. Rat cortical neurones in the presence of glucose were exposed sequentially to oligomycin (oligo), FCCP and rotenone/myxothiazol.
Non-mitochondrialrespirationaftertheﬁnaladdition(e)wassubtractedfromtheothervalues.a,basalrespiration;b,oligomycin-insensitive(leak)respiration;c,oligomycin-sensitive(ATPturnover)
respiration; d, maximal respiration in the presence of FCCP. Derived parameters: coupling efﬁciency (c/a); respiratory control ratio (d/b); spare respiratory capacity (d−a). (B) Mouse cortical
synaptosomes respiring on glucose in the presence of varying concentrations of the pyruvate transport inhibitor α-cyanocinnamate (CCIN). Note that inhibition is only seen when respiratory control
is relieved by the protonophore, indicating an effect upstream of the proton circuit. (C) Synaptosomes respiring on glucose plus pyruvate; effect of the Na+ channel activator veratridine (Vt). Note
the oligomycin-sensitive increase in basal respiration, indicating increased ATP utilization, and the unexpected decrease in maximal respiration. (D) Effect of supplementing glucose in the medium
with pyruvate. Note that respiration is increased at all stages, showing that enhanced substrate supply exerts some control over basal and oligomycin-insensitive respiration (mediated by a slight
mitochondrial hyperpolarization), although the major enhancement is seen in the presence of FCCP. Rates in (B–D) are expressed as a percentage of basal respiration in the presence of glucose.
Adapted from [66].
or per nucleus or amount of DNA may not. Because of inherent
noise, many replicates may be needed for statistical signiﬁcance
of small effects. For these reasons, ratios of rates can be more
informative (see below).
ATP turnover. The rate of mitochondrial ATP synthesis
in a deﬁned basal state can be estimated from the decrease in
respiration on inhibiting the ATP synthase with oligomycin
(c in Figure 3A). Since ATP synthase inhibition results in a
slight mitochondrial hyperpolarization and the proton leak is
voltage-dependent, this approach underestimates ATP synthesis
and exaggerates the proton leak prior to inhibition. In many cells
the error is fairly small, underestimating ATP synthesis by less
than 10% [75] and overestimating proton leak rate by 15–20%.
It can be ignored where semi-quantitative answers are adequate,
or overcome by measuring the modular kinetics of proton leak
and correcting for the hyperpolarization. Since oligomycin shifts
the entire cellular ATP production to glycolysis, this experiment
requires that glycolysis accelerates perhaps 10-fold to maintain
ATP production. Although most cells have sufﬁcient glycolytic
capacity to allow this, in some cells oligomycin induces an ATP
crisis, causing a failure of glycolysis with its two ATP-requiring
reactions(andalsofailureoffattyacidactivationandcatabolism),
leadingtofailureofsubstratesupplyandaprogressivedecreasein
respiration [23,30]. If this is observed, the cell respiratory control
experiment can be redesigned by making separate additions of
inhibitors and uncouplers. A change in basal rate caused by a
change in ATP turnover is most likely to be simply the response
of the mitochondria to altered ATP demand elsewhere in the cell.
However, if the response to an imposed ATP demand (see state
3ADP below) is altered, but state 3u is not, a dysfunction in the
mitochondrial ATP synthetic machinery is indicated.
Proton leak. The respiration rate in the presence of oligomycin
(b in Figure 3A) is a direct measure of the proton leak rate
across the mitochondrial membrane in situ. After correction
for hyperpolarization, it reports the proton leak rate in the
preceding basal state. Under these state 4o conditions, respiration
is controlled very strongly by proton leak kinetics and partially
by substrate oxidation, and is therefore responsive to dysfunction
caused by uncoupling, relatively insensitive to changes in
substrate oxidation and completely insensitive to changes in ATP
turnover. A large increase may mean that the mitochondria are
severely damaged (uncoupled). Alternatively, a modest change in
leak rate may indicate a change in proton leakiness or a change
in  ψm caused by altered substrate oxidation. This can be tested
by monitoring  ψm in parallel (uncoupling decreases potential;
increased substrate oxidation increases it), or from changes in
maximum respiration rate (see below).
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Coupling efﬁciency. This can be determined from the change
in basal respiration rate on addition of oligomycin. It is the
fractionofbasalmitochondrialoxygenconsumptionusedforATP
synthesis(c/ainFigure3A)andissubjecttothehyperpolarization
error discussed above. The coupling efﬁciency varies with ATP
demand (it drops to zero in state 4o), but is usually fairly high:
approximately 70% in hepatocytes and up to 90% in other cells
[23,44,57,70]. It can be much lower in specialized cells, such as
pancreatic β-cells (insulinoma cells) (30% [56,75]) or activated
brown adipose tissue (almost zero). Although coupling efﬁciency
is most sensitive to changes in proton conductance, a modular
kineticanalysisisneededtoresolvethemechanismofanobserved
change unambiguously. As an index of dysfunction, coupling
efﬁciency has two main advantages compared with its component
ﬂuxes. First, it is sensitive to changes in all bioenergetic modules,
so is likely to change in any dysfunction. Secondly, as a ratio it is
internally normalized.
Maximum respiration rate. The maximum respiration rate
causedbyadditionofanuncouplersuchasFCCP(dinFigure3A)
reﬂects a more complicated and unstable state in cells than it
does in isolated mitochondria, where substrate is added in excess
and state 3u is limited by the Vmax of substrate uptake and
metabolism and the activity of the respiratory chain. In cells,
addition of uncoupler tends to stimulate respiration as in isolated
mitochondria, but the resulting rate may be considerably less
than the mitochondrial Vmax. It is critical to titrate the uncoupler
in each new cell line and condition, adding just enough to give
fully uncontrolled respiration yet limiting the drop in  ψm.T h i s
artiﬁcial energy demand may not evoke a physiological matching
ofsubstratesupplycontrolledbyfactorssuchascytoplasmicCa
2+,
and may cause a lack of cytoplasmic ATP to sustain activation of
catabolic pathways. These factors are apparent in synaptosomes,
where addition of pyruvate to circumvent limited glycolytic
ﬂux in the presence of uncoupler strongly increases ‘maximum’
respiratory rate [66] (Figure 3D). In addition, uncouplers act as
protonophores across all membranes, acidifying the cytosolic
compartment and disrupting the function of endosomes and
other compartments. Together, these effects can inhibit substrate
supply and cause the uncoupled rate to be lower than the true
maximum respiratory rate. In cells where secondary effects of
uncoupling have no signiﬁcant consequences, carefully titrated
uncoupled rates can report the maximum activity of electron
transport and substrate oxidation that is achievable by the cells
under the assay conditions. A decrease in maximum respiratory
capacity is then a strong indicator of potential mitochondrial
dysfunction. However, because of these complexities, caution
should be exercised, as an apparent dysfunction in substrate
oxidation might have more complex causes than expected.
Cell respiratory control ratio. The ratio of the uncoupled rate
(state 3u) to the rate with oligomycin present (state 4o) (d/b in
Figure 3A) is analogous to the (uncoupled) respiratory control
ratio of isolated mitochondria. It is sensitive to changes in
substrate oxidation and proton leak, but not to ATP turnover.
Ideally, it would be better to measure the ‘true’ respiratory
control ratio (state 3ADP/state 4o) in cells, as this would be sen-
sitive to changes in all bioenergetic modules. State 3ADP can be
approached by activating extramitochondrial ATPases. To some
extent this is possible in neurons and synaptosomes, where the
plasma membrane Na
+/K
+-ATPase has a high maximal activity,
normally kept in check by the low Na
+ conductance of the
plasma membrane limiting ion cycling and hence ATP utilization.
Increasing the sodium conductance by locking open voltage-
activated sodium channels, for example with veratridine [55]
(Figure 3C), or activating ionotropic glutamate receptors [57]
can dramatically increase extramitochondrial ATP utilization and
hencerespiration.Asimilarapproachcanbetakeninothercellsby
usinglimitingconcentrationsofthesodiumionophoregramicidin,
with careful controls to check that the increased respiration rates
arefullysensitivetoouabain(aninhibitoroftheNa
+/K
+-ATPase)
andnotcausedbytheknownprotonophoricactivityofgramicidin
[74,76]. This general approach is not without problems, however.
First, the imposed ATPase activity may be insufﬁcient to
maximally activate oxidative phosphorylation. If it is more
than sufﬁcient, it may deplete ATP and compromise substrate
oxidation. Secondly, a genuine physiological energy demand
may orchestrate matching increases in substrate oxidation using
signallingcascadesthatarenotrecruitedbydrugsandionophores,
so the physiological maximum mitochondrial ATP synthesis rate
maystillexceedtheartiﬁcialone.Thirdly,theactivationofplasma
membrane channels and receptors affects ion balances across
the plasma membrane, increasing cytoplasmic sodium, depleting
potassium and acidifying the cytoplasm. Because it is a ratio of
two rates, the cell respiratory control ratio has the same two main
advantages as coupling efﬁciency: sensitivity to several potential
sites of dysfunction, and internal normalization. In principle, it
is an excellent marker of mitochondrial dysfunction in cells, but
the requirement for careful titration of FCCP and the ambiguity
in what limits the maximum respiration rate, even at the peak of
the titration curve or with an imposed ATP demand, makes it an
uncertain index.
Spare respiratory capacity. A potentially important diagnostic
of the bioenergetics of a cell that can experience a variable ATP
demand, such as a neuron or muscle cell, is the spare respiratory
capacity: the ability of substrate supply and electron transport to
respondtoanincreaseinenergydemand[62,66].Thisismeasured
by the difference between state 3u (or better, state 3ADP)a n dt h e
basal rate (d−a in Figure 3A). Subject to the same cautions
about the determination of maximum rates as above, the lack of
spare respiratory capacity indicates a mitochondrial dysfunction
that may not be particularly apparent under basal conditions,
when respiration rate is strongly controlled by ATP turnover, but
becomes manifest only under load when ATP demand increases
and substrate oxidation more strongly limits respiration (e.g.
Figure 3B). Conceptually, spare respiratory capacity has the
advantage of indicating how close to its bioenergetic limit a cell
is operating.
Use of ionophores in cells
A general caution is required about the use of ionophores in
cell experiments. By their nature, ionophores show little or no
membrane selectivity, since they mediate ion transport across
lipid bilayers. As detailed above, a protonophore that can be
used with conﬁdence with isolated mitochondria when applied
to cells will in addition acidify the cytoplasm, release transmitters
from synaptic vesicles and release calcium from mitochondria.
Theelectroneutralcalcium/protonantiportionophoresionomycin
and A23187 have been used in more than 20000 publications to
increase cytoplasmic free calcium and investigate its messenger
roles. Under normal conditions, calcium cycling across the
mitochondrial inner membrane uses only 1–2% of the maximal
proton current, limited by the high calcium concentration
dependence of the mitochondrial calcium uniporter and the low
activity of the calcium efﬂux pathway [77]. Both pathways are
activateddramaticallybyionomycin,whichinducesanartefactual
calcium efﬂux pathway in the mitochondria, while the increased
cytoplasmic calcium generated by the ionophore at the plasma
membrane increases calcium entry into the mitochondria through
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the uniporter. The overall effect is to increase the effective
protonconductanceofthemitochondrialmembrane,i.e.toinduce
a protonophore-like proton leak. There is in practice a very
narrowrangeofionophoreconcentrationsthatallowscytoplasmic
calcium to be stably enhanced without damaging mitochondrial
function[78].Unless ψm orrespirationaremonitoredinparallel,
effectsascribedtoasignallingfunctionofcalciummayinsteadbe
artefacts resulting from the induced mitochondrial dysfunction.
Forces: mitochondrial membrane potential
Because of its apparent simplicity and the availability of imaging
microscopes,ﬂuorescentmonitoringof ψm with‘mitochondrial
membrane potential indicators’ is the most common technique
for monitoring mitochondrial function in intact cells at the single-
cell or even single-mitochondrial level { pHm (the difference
in pH across the mitochondrial inner membrane) is rarely
measured, although monitoring matrix pH with targeted green
ﬂuorescent protein variants has provided important information
[79]}. However, the simplicity is deceptive, since the correct
design and interpretation of experiments is not trivial. A well-
designedexperimentwillgivemuchthesameinformationaswith
isolated mitochondria, with the proviso that although accurate
relative values of potential can be obtained [78,80–82], absolute
calibration has only recently been achieved ([83,84] and A.A.
Gerencser, C. Chinopoulos, M.J. Birket, M. Jastroch, C. Vitelli,
D.G. Nicholls, and M.D. Brand, unpublished work). Instead,
studies are overwhelmingly qualitative (mitochondria are either
‘polarized’ or ‘depolarized’) or semi-quantitative, monitoring
changes in potential from an initial arbitrary starting value. The
practical details of monitoring changes in  ψm in cell culture
have been reviewed extensively [85,86] and only the key factors
will be summarized below.
Doesthecellpossessamultidrugresistancetransportercapable
of pumping the probe out of the cytoplasm? If so, it must be
inhibited. Note that R123 (rhodamine 123) is not only a probe of
potential, but is also frequently employed to test for the presence
of such transporters [87].
Choice of probe
No probe is perfect, but TMRM (tetramethylrhodamine methyl
ester),TMRE(tetramethylrhodamineethylester)andR123arethe
indicators of choice. JC-1 and DiOC(6)3 are subject to artefacts
and should be avoided [86].
Loading
Low nanomolar concentrations of TMRM usually equilibrate
within 60 min. No washing is performed. The more hydrophilic
R123 is normally loaded into cells by 10–20 min exposure to a
high (1–20 μM) concentration and the external probe is washed
off before the experiment [88].
Single-mitochondrial resolution
If individual mitochondria can be resolved in a wide ﬁeld-
or confocal ﬂuorescence microscope, changes in  ψm can be
monitored at single-mitochondrial resolution by determining the
concentration gradient of the cation between the cytoplasm and
matrix [89]. The experiment must be performed in non-quench
mode (see below). Light microscopy has insufﬁcient resolution
to determine the matrix volume, so relative changes in  ψm are
obtained unless this value is assumed. This technique requires
a very high dynamic detection range, since a  ψm of 150 mV
implies a 300-fold concentration gradient between matrix and
cytoplasm (eqn 2). To compensate for movement in and out of
the focal plane, a mitochondrial-targeted ﬂuorescent protein may
be used to provide a reference signal [90]. Additional variables
such as motility, ﬁssion and fusion, and heterogeneity can be
determined in parallel [91].
Single-cell resolution
If individual mitochondria within a cell behave relatively
homogeneously, quite detailed information can be obtained at
single-cell resolution using the total ﬂuorescence signal from a
region of interest encompassing the cell. Although the probes
do not discriminate between the plasma and mitochondrial
membranes, the cell and the mitochondrial matrix possess very
differentsurface-to-volumeratios,sotheprobeequilibratesacross
the latter hundreds of times more rapidly than between the
medium and the cytoplasm. This kinetic distinction facilitates
discrimination between changes in the two potentials.
Analyses performed at single-cell resolution have to take
into account  ψp. Relatively permanent cations such as
TMRM equilibrate across both membranes within ∼60 min, and
are employed in this equilibrium loading condition (without
washing). The matrix accumulation is dependent on the sum
of  ψp and  ψm and is equally sensitive to changes in either
potential (eqn 3). The equilibrium concentration of TMRM
+ in
the mitochondrial matrix (m) relative to the external medium (e)
is given at 37◦C by eqn (3):
[TMRM
+]m = [TMRM
+]e × 10
( ψm+ ψp)/61.5 (3)
where both potentials are deﬁned as positive. On the basis of
three principles, a,e q n( 3 ) ,b , differential rates of equilibration
across the two membranes and c, probe aggregation at a critical
concentration within the matrix, a simple Excel [80,86] (or more
sophisticatedMATLAB[81])programpredictswithconsiderable
accuracy the single-cell ﬂuorescence responses to changes in
 ψm and  ψp. These programs can be used to interpret complex
ﬂuorescence responses when both potentials change, for example
in neurons during ionotropic receptor activation [80].
Quench or non-quench mode?
Unlike single-mitochondrial resolution (and ﬂow cytometry),
which must be performed with sufﬁciently low probe
concentrations to avoid aggregation and quenching in the matrix,
either mode may be used at single-cell resolution. In quench
mode, a fall in  ψm results in a transient increase in whole-cell
ﬂuorescence as probe redistributes from the quenched matrix to
the cytoplasm. The excess probe now present in the cytoplasm
slowly re-equilibrates across the plasma membrane and the
ﬂuorescence returns to its initial value (Figure 4). Quench mode
provides a sensitive means to detect small rapid changes in
 ψm occurring during the experiment, but cannot be used to
compare populations of cells with a pre-existing difference in
 ψm. The differential kinetics of equilibration across plasma
(slow) and mitochondrial membranes (fast) often allow changes
in  ψm and  ψp to be distinguished even when they occur
simultaneously [80]. R123 may be the probe of choice for many
quench mode experiments, since its re-equilibration across the
plasma membrane is particularly slow and may be ignored in
very-short-termexperiments[80,92].Notethatquenchmodemust
never be used in ﬂow cytometry to compare  ψm between cells;
in fact, any persistent differences under these conditions are most
probably due to differences in  ψp or mitochondrial amount
[93]. The threshold to quench mode is the concentration at which
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Figure 4 Mitochondrial membrane potential changes in situ
(A) TMRM ﬂuorescence (in quench mode) from a single cerebellar granule neuron exposed to
glutamate plus glycine (Glut/gly) to activate NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate) receptors. Where
indicated, oligomycin and FCCP were added. (B) Values for  ψp and  ψm input to a
spreadsheet simulating Nernst equilibria across both membranes, differential equilibration
times across plasma (slow) and mitochondrial (fast) membranes and matrix quenching
at a critical concentration. (C) Simulated trace generated from (B). Note that the small
initial increase indicates a slight (5 mV) mitochondrial depolarization; the plasma membrane
depolarization resulting from receptor activation causes a slow decrease in ﬂuorescence; the
10 mV hyperpolarization during the oligomycin ‘null-point test’ indicates that the mitochondria
were still generating ATP, and the spike with FCCP conﬁrms that the experiment was performed
in quench mode. Adapted from [80]. min/div, min per time division shown.
addition of FCCP starts to cause a transient spike in whole-cell
ﬂuorescence [78].
Equilibration of a typical cell with 1–20 nM TMRM will result
in the probe retaining full ﬂuorescence within the mitochondrial
matrix (non-quench mode). The single-cell response to a partial
mitochondrial depolarization is now totally different. Since there
is no change in quantum yield between matrix and cytoplasm,
the total ﬂuorescence from a single cell will not change as a
result of the probe translocation. All that will be seen is the slow
re-equilibration of probe across the plasma membrane to restore
the Nernst equilibrium. Equilibration can be speeded up by the
presence of tetraphenylboron [55]. Non-quench mode does not
distinguish at single-cell resolution between mitochondrial and
plasma membrane depolarization.
Simultaneous monitoring of plasma and mitochondrial membrane potential
changes
Themembraneambiguityinherentinnon-quenchmodeisserious
if ψp changesduringtheexperiment.Insuchcases,experiments
may be performed in the simultaneous presence of a ﬂuorescent
cation, such as TMRM, and a ﬂuorescence anion that enters the
cytoplasmastheplasmamembraneisdepolarized.Onesuchstudy
[78] has been performed with cultured neurons using an anionic
probe,termedPMPI(plasmamembranepotentialindicator),from
a commercial kit. Since the intracellular concentration of PMPI
is lower than that in the medium, interference from extracellular
ﬂuorescence is prevented by a hydrophilic quencher. The two
independentsignalsfromthecationicandanionicindicatorsallow
changes in  ψp and Δψm to be estimated independently [78].
More sophisticated models allow fully quantitative calculation of
both potentials using this approach ([83,84] and A.A. Gerencser,
C.Chinopoulos,M.J.Birket,M.Jastroch,C.Vitelli,D.G.Nicholls
and M.D. Brand, unpublished work).
What does measurement of  ψm tell us?
If only a single technique is to be used, then respiration, i.e.
proton current, is generally the method of choice for subtle
changes, since the steep relationships between pmf and the ﬂuxes
through oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 2B) mean that small
changes in pmf are associated with large changes in respiration.
However, for quantitative analysis, the combination of potential
and respiration is more informative than measurement of either
alone. If respiration increases, the direction of the change in
potential indicates whether the primary effect is upstream of
 ψm (potential rises) or downstream (potential drops). Modular
kinetic analysis in cells quantitatively extends this approach
to identify the primary causes of any bioenergetic change and
to rank their importance. Modular kinetic analysis and control
analysis have been applied to cells in bulk using the Clark
electrodetomeasurerespirationandradioactivetracerstomeasure
membrane potentials [32,94–96], but the combination of plate-
basedrespirometryandﬂuorescencemicroscopyshouldallowthe
approach to be used more easily in cell monolayers and has great
promise. As with the simpler system of isolated mitochondria,
modular kinetic analysis fully describes (at the system level) any
functional change in cellular bioenergetics. Once a dysfunction
is discovered, modular kinetic analysis will uncover the primary
and secondary causes of that dysfunction.
Whereas respiration can currently be determined only in cell
populations, ﬂuorescence microscopy can analyse stochastic
changes at single-cell or single-mitochondrial resolution.
Monitoring  ψm in a stressed cell can establish the time at
which its mitochondria fail (i.e. depolarize). If this changes,
or if the concentration of stressor that triggers failure differs
between control and experimental cells, one possibility is that
the mitochondria in the experimental cells are in some way
dysfunctional. The ability to combine multiple probes for
Ca
2+, superoxide etc. means that temporal relationships can be
established. For example, in an individual neuron exposed to
excitotoxic glutamate, irreversible mitochondrial depolarization
is synchronous with a massive rise in cytoplasmic Ca
2+ and
superoxide levels. Experiments can then be devised to establish
cause-and-effect [97].
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It is frequently important to establish whether the mitochondria
in a stressed cell still generate ATP or are damaged and
maintain their membrane potential by hydrolysing glycolytic
ATP. If mitochondria show a slight hyperpolarization on adding
oligomycin to the cells they were still (partially) functional.
If oligomycin causes a depolarization they were relying on
glycolytic ATP. This ‘oligomycin null-point test’ has established
at what point mitochondria fail during staurosporine-induced
apoptosis [98], neuronal excitotoxicity [80] and glutathione
depletion [59].
Adenine nucleotides
Several bioenergetic intermediates other than  ψm can be
measured in cell monolayers, particularly ATP (e.g. with
luciferase) and NADH (using autoﬂuorescence). In general, they
give much the same information as  ψm, since they are closely
linkedbynear-equilibriumreactions.Measurementoftheamount
of ATP in a cell is conceptually and practically appealing.
However, the amount of cellular ATP does not safely report
mitochondrial function.
Generally, most of the adenine nucleotide in cells is present as
ATP. For example, in rat hepatocytes, the adenine nucleotide pool
is approximately 71% ATP, 19 % ADP and 10% AMP [99,100].
There is essentially no scope for an increase in the total amount
of ATP in a cell due solely to ‘improved’ bioenergetic function
(withtheexceptionofhighlyspecializedcells,suchastheinsulin-
secreting β-cell [101]). Instead, reports of increases of 100% or
more in cellular ATP content following various manipulations
must reﬂect large increases in total adenine nucleotide pool
size, and do not report bioenergetic status. Nonetheless, an
increase in pool size may sometimes be related to bioenergetics
because of a slow cycle catalysed by AMP deaminase, which
converts AMP into IMP and depletes the adenine nucleotide pool,
and adenine nucleotide resynthesis, which reﬁlls it. If cellular
ATP/ADP decreases, adenylate kinase activity consumes ADP
and raises AMP. If the depression is sustained, AMP deaminase
degrades AMP to IMP, decreasing the adenine nucleotide pool
size. Conversely, when ATP/ADP is high, AMP degradation
by AMP deaminase slows and the pool size may rise [102].
Whether an observed change in ATP content in cells reﬂects a
change in mitochondrial function or an independent change in
the metabolism of adenine nucleotides is impossible to determine
without further experiments, so total cellular ATP is a very poor
reporter of mitochondrial dysfunction.
Other criteria for mitochondrial function and dysfunction in cells
Classical assays of mitochondrial dysfunction
Several classical indicators retain some value as ﬁrst indicators of
possible mitochondrial dysfunction. The reduction of tetrazolium
salts such as MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-
2H-tetrazoliumbromide]orwater-solubletetrazoliumderivatives
(in the presence of membrane-permeant redox mediators, such as
phenazine methosulfate) to purple formazan products is a quick
and dirty indicator of the availability of reducing power in a
preparation [103]. It has been used to ﬂag redox derangements
that might be related to mitochondrial dysfunction, but clearly
needs to be followed up by more speciﬁc approaches before
any conclusions can be drawn. The ability of cells to respire
on galactose is sometimes used as an index of mitochondrial
function on the grounds that mitochondrial ATP production
is more prominent with this substrate. An increase in lactate
production by cells might indicate a mitochondrial dysfunction
that leads to a compensatory increase in glycolytic rate. In each
case, the classical experiments may indicate a dysfunction, but
measurementofcellrespiratorycontrolismuchmoreinformative.
In passing, we note that inappropriate knockout experiments
are sometimes used to infer the involvement of mitochondria
in cellular processes. The loss of some phenotype in rho-
zero cells (which lack mitochondrial DNA and therefore lack
oxidative phosphorylation) is sometimes taken to demonstrate
mitochondrial involvement in generating the phenotype.
Similarly, the knockout of a speciﬁc respiratory complex is
sometimes used to argue that this complex is directly involved
in causing a phenotype. In both cases, however, the gross
derangement of cellular oxidative metabolism and energetics
that will follow the knockout means that virtually any process
in the cell will be affected, and simple interpretations are very
dangerous.
Assays of mitochondrial proliferation or appearance
Mitochondrial proliferation might indicate the engagement of
feedback loops to compensate for compromised mitochondrial
function. A popular indicator is gene expression, where over-
representation (or under-representation) of genes coding for
the components of oxidative metabolism, or transcription
factors involved in mitochondrial biogenesis, such as PGC-1α
(peroxisome-proliferator-activated receptor γ co-activator 1α),
may ﬂag an underlying energetic dysfunction. The same is true
for decreases or increases in the concentrations and activities of
candidate respiratory complexes and enzymes in cells. Similarly,
gross changes in mitochondrial shape, distribution or appearance
(e.g. orthodox or condensed cristae [104]) might indicate altered
function. All of these markers might (or might not) ﬂag a
mitochondrial dysfunction, and indicate that cell respiratory
control should be measured.
Reactive oxygen species, oxidative stress and other reactions with
a mitochondrial connection
Mitochondrial dysfunction may lead to increased radical
production and consequent ‘oxidative stress’. Observations of
altered glutathione concentrations, protein thiol status, lipid
peroxidation markers, protein carbonyls, sensitivity to radicals
such as paraquat or sensitivity to mitochondrial poisons may
suggest that direct assay of mitochondrial function is required
to see if it has changed as a cause or consequence of these
phenotypes. The same inference can be drawn from alterations in
other reactions where mitochondria have a role, such as cytosolic
calcium homoeostasis, cytochrome c release, caspase activation,
apoptosis, necrosis or metabolism. In short, mitochondrial
dysfunction can affect almost every cellular function, so the
observation of almost any cellular dysfunction can suggest a
mitochondrial dysfunction that should be tested by measuring
cell respiratory control.
Summary: assaying mitochondrial dysfunction in intact cells
The measurement of cell respiratory control is the single most
useful general test of mitochondrial function in cells. The
experimentiseasytoperformusingtheappropriateapparatus,and
yields information that allows a quick, simple and full assessment
of the bioenergetic status of the cells: how fast they are turning
over ATP, how well-coupled their mitochondria are, and how
much spare respiratory capacity they have available to deal with
energetic demands. Measurements of  ψm are subject to several
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pitfalls that need to be understood, but can also be very useful.
The best way to gain mechanistic insight is to monitor both
respirationandpotential,toassaythemitochondrialprotoncircuit
in situ. Other indirect assays of mitochondrial function in cells,
such as measurements of dye reduction or total cell ATP, can be
problematic.
IN VIVO BIOENERGETIC MONITORING
In principle, measurement of mitochondrial function in vivo
is better than measurement in vitro. However, the gain in
physiological relevance is offset by the loss in speciﬁcity and the
greaterdifﬁcultiesofinterpretation.Manysymptomsmaysuggest
anunderlyingmitochondrialdysfunction.Prominentamongthese
arefailuretothriveormuscularorneurologicalclinicalsymptoms
in patients with mitochondrial diseases. In animal models, there
may be exercise intolerance, poor grip strength, altered metabolic
efﬁciency or failure to put on body weight. Often, a more
indirect indication of mitochondrial dysfunction is raised by the
pattern of changes in gene arrays, proteomics or metabolomics,
where GO (Gene Ontology) categories may suggest altered
energy metabolism. Sometimes a speciﬁc gene that might affect
mitochondria is known to be mutated, raising the hypothesis that
its phenotype is caused by mitochondrial dysfunction.
Sometimes it is most appropriate to study muscle biopsies or
tissue slices. These have the advantage of maintained physical
structure, but many disadvantages, particularly those caused by
lack of rapid diffusion of oxygen into the preparation. With tissue
slices, many attempts have been made to maintain good aeration
by working with very thin slices, but these contain a greater
proportion of broken cells, because of their increased surface-to-
volumeratio,andmaystillhaveahypoxiccore.Oftenthenextstep
in assaying mitochondrial dysfunction is to isolate mitochondria
or revert to a cellular system to simplify the study; the advantages
and disadvantages of these are discussed above.
Whole-body respirometry to study mitochondrial function in
vivo pre-dates studies of cells and isolated mitochondria. Most of
the oxygen we breathe is consumed by cytochrome oxidase in the
tissues, so whole-body respiration (or tissue respiration inferred
from ﬂow rates and arterio-venous differences in oxygen tension)
is used by respiratory physiologists to measure the overall rate
of mitochondrial electron transport. However, the complexity of
whole organisms and tissues makes it hard to infer mitochondrial
dysfunction from changes in oxygen consumption or aerobic
scope, because it is so difﬁcult to distinguish a dysfunction in
the mitochondria from a dysfunction in the supply of substrates
or the consumption of ATP in the tissues in the absence of
other information. In a few cases, the whole-body problem
can be simpliﬁed. An excellent example is the hummingbird in
ﬂight, where nearly all oxygen consumption is used to power
muscle contraction and ATP consumption can be calculated
from the dynamics of wing movements. In this extreme system,
it is possible to measure the effective P/O ratio of oxidative
phosphorylation in vivo, and to distinguish fatty acid oxidation
after overnight fasting from glucose oxidation following the ﬁrst
morning sugar feed [105].
Techniques such as positron emission tomography now allow
directmeasurementofglucoseuptakebycellsinvivoandprovide
a rich three-dimensional and dynamic picture of energy use
in different locations. Much of this will involve mitochondrial
oxidative phosphorylation, but again, unpicking changes in
energy demand from dysfunctions in energy supply is not
straightforward. There have been major improvements in
31P
NMR, allowing a great expansion of in vivo bioenergetics. Using
31P NMR it is possible to measure ATP in intact organs. More
usefully, the creatine phosphate signal can be used to infer
the creatine phosphate/creatine ratio and, from the equilibrium
of creatine kinase, the ATP/ADP ratio. By occluding blood
ﬂow and then releasing it, the rate of ATP resynthesis can
be measured, giving an estimate of the maximum capacity of
oxidative phosphorylation to generate ATP, the rate of ATP
turnover in steady-state and (using related measures of oxygen
consumption) the effective P/O ratio [106]. Such approaches hold
great promise for the direct study of mitochondrial function and
dysfunction in vivo.
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